SFX – How to Find the Full Text If It’s Missing

Not every database stores the full text of an article. Sometimes a database only stores the citation and abstract. This is useful for you to find out if the article is something you want, but not so useful if you decide that yes, you do want it.

But don't worry! Foley has a tool called "SFX" that searches all of our other online databases and resources and connects you to the full article if we have it somewhere else. If we don't have it, SFX gives you the option of ordering it through interlibrary loan (more on that later). Look for a link to the SFX options in your results list. In EBSCO databases it looks like this:


Subjects: NONFICTION, HOBBIT Journey: Discovering the Enchantment of J.R.R. Tolkien's Middle-Earth, A (Book)

Electronic Full Text

Just click the link and you'll be taken directly to that database's entry for the article, with the attached full text.